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[Abstract]
Scrutiny and analysis of various energy applications show that the energy conversion to useful work or new
products has been systematically inefficient. The global energy’s total effective conversion efficiency is estimated
only about 20%, and about 80% of the energy has been discharged into the environment. It is this energy that
leads to the unbalance of the climate system’s energy budget balance and causes the global warming.
This article presents a simple equivalent climate change model to track the past global warming and to predict the
future change trend at the global scale. The model comprises of an equivalent climate change surface air
boundary layer, an equivalent climate change land surface boundary layer and an equivalent climate change
seawaters surface boundary layer. It produces unique definitive relationships between the temperature changes
and the heat entered the air, waters and land. The model can also be used to forecast future non-renewable
energy consumption needed to keep the temperature rising under Paris Accord.
Analysis of currently available data by using this model confirms that temperature changes in air, seawaters and
land closely correlate to the amount of heat discharged into the climate system from human activities. NASA and
NOAA’s observations of temperature anomalies for the surface air, sea surface and land surface are well
consistent with the temperature changes calculated by this model, especially the calculated results at the depth of
70 meters of the surface air boundary layer and NASA’s Lowess Smoothing trend are very close.
Flaring intensifies global warming. Reducing use of fossil fuels, nuclear and geothermal energies, developing
surface renewable energies and increasing energy’s total effective conversion efficiency and thus reducing the
amount of residual/waste energy are the paths to effectively and efficiently control global warming.
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Background
Current climate change or global warming is a result of anthropogenic activities, everyone contributes to it
consciously or unconsciously.
More and more evidences and records indicate that climate change is unequivocal, the globe gets warmer and
warmer since the beginning of industrialization: permafrost thaws [1,2,3], concealed methane evaporates into the
atmosphere, leaving big holes on the ground [4]; ice sheets/caps and glaciers melt and snow caps become thinner
and smaller; ice breaks up nine days earlier in Spring, freezes up ten days later in autumn in the Northern
Hemisphere than it did 150 years ago, and more than 4.6 meters subsidence of the ground has been observed in

parts of Alaska due to permafrost thawing [5]; seawaters (or oceanwaters) become warmer and more acidic
[6,7,8]. Warming gets more evident and extreme weather events happen more frequently in the past few decades.
Climate change is a complicated interdisciplinary science. Although most scientists consent on that the current
climate change is likely a result of anthropogenic activities, strong arguments exist on what from the human
activities causes the climate change. Many scientists believe the increased greenhouse gases (GHG) in the
atmosphere from human activities have incurred the current climate change due to their strong forcing and heat
trapping capabilities, while many others challenge this theory [9]. GHG emissions from human activities has been
at the center around climate change discussions, and efforts have been made on their reductions, however, no
unique definitive relationship has been identified yet between the global warming and GHG concentration though
a large number of models have been developed. For example, in IPCC’s reports only those models satisfying a
predetermined set of conditions (i.e. requirements for responses and feedbacks etc. are met) [10] are selected
and their mean of various simulations are used to compare to the actual temperature measurements (e.g., in the
AR4 Figure 9.5 [11] 58 simulations by 14 models with anthropogenic and natural forcings have been used in case
(a) and 19 simulations by 5 models with natural forcing only in case (b); similarly in AR5 Figure 9.8 [12] several tens
simulations by multi-models are also used), but still their mean values cannot get close enough to the actual
observed anomalies, indicating these models’ inherent restraints and uncertainties [10,13]. Additionally, this
approach cannot either help to explain why or how the land and sea surface’s temperatures change. All these
suggest that the global warming be poorly correlated to GHGs, leaving the debates on the root cause of the global
warming continue restlessly [9]. This is also supported by the fact that during 2014 and 2016 when the global GHG
concentration stayed steadily [14,15], the globe still warmed at rapid rates [16]. On the other hand, if GHGs really
trap heat strongly and have strong forcing capabilities, then it would be possible to capture and use them in high
concentration to collect heat and develop new energy sources, however, it hasn’t been seen yet.
So, what is the real root cause of the current global warming? Scientifically if two things are correlated, then a
unique definitive relation must exist between them. Careful scrutiny of human activities indicates that huge
amount of residual or waste heat has been continuously discharged into the climate system. It is believed this heat
energy causes the current global warming, unfortunately it has been completely ignored.

The Cause of Climate Change and Global Energy’s Total Effective
Conversion Efficiency
The climate system consists of atmosphere, land and oceans. The atmosphere caps the earth and filters some
harmful solar radiations from reaching us. It also absorbs and stores some heat, while oceans and land absorb and
retain the other parts of heat within the system. The atmosphere, oceans or waters and land regulate together the
air temperature at about 15°C through a dynamic equilibrium of energy budget balance, making the earth suitable
for humans.
The climate system’s dynamic energy budget balance can be expressed as:
Ein-net = Eair + Ewater + Eland + Ebio + Econsum

(1)

Where,
Ein-net = net solar energy reaching the earth surface, i.e. total incoming solar energy subtracting the total reflected
outgoing energy. It can be considered constant, though recent studies indicate that the change in total solar
irradiance (TSI) brings about 0.05 [17] to 0.1°C [18] variance in the 11-year solar cycle, debates continue [19];
Eair = solar energy absorbed by and stored in air;
Ewater = solar energy absorbed by and stored in waters;

Eland = solar energy absorbed by and stored in land;
Ebio = bioenergy i.e. solar energy absorbed by and stored in plants or biomass as a result of photosynthesis;
Econsum = solar energy consumed by humans.
It is this dynamic energy budget balance that makes the climate system maintain the air temperature at a stable
level. Any extra energy brought into the system from human activities such as combusting fossil fuels, using
geotherm or nuclear energy will certainly shift the above energy budget balance to the right, making the air,
seawaters and land warmer. As deforestation progresses, solar energy converted to Ebio becomes less, thus surplus
energy exists in the system, which contributes to the temperature rising as well. However, details on
deforestation’s effect need further studies. It is worth noting that combusting biomass releases the long-term
accumulated energy back to the system during a very short time, breaking the local energy budget balance and
contributing to in-situ temperature risings.
Water, especially seawaters play the most important role in regulating the climate system due to its biggest
specific heat capacity, whereas the land absorbs and releases heat much quicker because of its smallest specific
heat capacity when the air temperature changes. The specific heat capacity of the atmosphere is greater than dry
air because of existence of water vapor. The specific heat capacities are in the order: water > moisture-containing
air >dry air >land. Waters store more heat than air and much more than land.
Theoretically, the system provides humans with enough renewable energies i.e. solar, wind, ocean and bioenergy
to support their life within the energy budget balance without need to exploit underground resources, however,
inefficient energy use has accelerated its consumption and resources development. The following facts
demonstrate how humans contribute to the climate change by pouring energies into climate system from their
routine activities.
Boiling Water and Cooking Foods in Daily Life: Boiling water by using a kettle is the simplest example of human’s
daily life impacting the climate system, which consumes energy to heat the water to its point (100°C). During the
process some energy is lost in the form of radiation from kettle case, from the heating element and with
evaporation. Furthermore, from the just boiled water to urine discharged to the environment, heat is released
during the cycle (note that our body itself also releases heat out). Clearly almost all the energy consumed for
boiling water is lost into the system eventually. Additionally, when taking showers, the hot water and thus the
heat energy are directly poured into the environment as well.
Similarly, almost all the energy consumed in food-cooking and storage is converted to heat and released into the
system too (except for a little part is kept in the cooked foods as chemical energy through changing protein and
starch’s properties).
The energy getting into the system in these forms is certainly significant globally when considering the huge
population, thus its impact couldn’t be ignored.
Air Conditioning: Nowadays air-conditioning is inevitable at homes, in offices, in vehicles or in industrial processes.
Air conditioning consumes energy that is converted to heat. Since the space is not adiathermic, heat transfer
continues between the conditioned air and ambient air, this keeps the conditioner working continuously. As a
result, air conditioning raises air temperature. Heat island effect is an evident example.
Using hot water for conditioning has the same impact. Consumed energy is released back to the environment in
three parts: (1) boiler case heat loss – energy wastes through radiation from the boiler case and piping etc., (2)
stack heat loss – energy loses through hot flue gas via stacks and (3) the most important part - the heat exchange
with air from elements.

In general, almost all the energy consumed for residential and commercial uses like air conditioning, food cooking
is eventually converted to heat, heating the climate system.
Energy Consumption in Transportation: With vehicles, completing tasks can be more efficiently. However, only
about 12~30% [20], or 20~41% [21] of the energy consumed is used to move a vehicle itself and the load down to
the road, called useful work, and the rest is wasted due to engine and driveline inefficiencies [20] in the form of
heat either directly or through frictions (friction between parts, friction between the tires and road surface).
Assuming 25% as a global average useful work efficiency in transportation is reasonable by considering the
unbalanced technologies in the world, this means about 75% of the energy is wasted to the environment as heat.
Energy consumption in industries: Countless boilers, furnaces, heaters and kilns etc. in industrial processes
consume a great deal of fuels to meet various production needs. However, only a part of the energy released from
combusting fuels has been converted to new products, and the rest has been discharged into the climate system,
for example, along with high-temperature exhaust gases. It is reported that flue gas temperature at a typical
furnace stake is usually around 150°C [22,23], though it varies depending on control technologies applied. Beside,
heat retained in hot products will be lost to the environment when released from processes.
As an example, in lime production only the calcining stage converts energy into new product, all the other heat
required is just to raise limestone’s temperature to and maintain at calcium carbonate’s dissociation temperature
around 850~1000°C. After decomposition the final product (i.e. lime) must be cooled down to room temperature,
the heat contained in it is then released into the environment. Theoretically, decomposing one mole of calcium
carbonate requires only 178 KJ of heat energy [24] as below, which is equivalent to 3.179 GJ of heat energy per
tonne of lime.
CaCO3  CaO + CO2 – 178 KJ/mole

(2)

However, in practice due to various factors such as kiln shell radiation, flue gas, hot product cooling and
equipment frictions, the actual energy required is much higher than this theoretical value, at a range of 3.305
~7.113 GJ per tonne of lime depending on the type of kiln and technology used [25], and the excessive energy
consumed (0.126 ~3.934 GJ/t lime) is then wasted into the environment. In a rotary kiln process, waste through
flue gas is about 32%, through kiln shell about 5.8%, residual heat in the product is about 2% and miscellaneous
losses about 3.6%, with a total loss of 43.4%, implying only 56.6% of the input energy is used to convert limestone
to lime [25]. Thus, producing one tonne of lime will require at least 5.617 GJ heat (i.e. 3.179/0.566), with 2.438 GJ
(43.4%) of the input energy being dispersed into the environment.
As a much more complicated process, in Portland Cement clinker production the theoretical heat requirement is
usually less than 2000 KJ [26], or about 1695 KJ [27], or 1803 KJ [28] per Kg of clinker (depending on the
properties of raw materials and technologies used) while an additional sensible heat of 2134 KJ/Kg is required for
raising raw meal’s temperature from 25 to 1450°C [27], making the total heat consumption between 3300~6000
KJ/kg of clinker [26]. The sensible heat doesn’t participate in the chemical reactions but disperses into the
environment through kiln shell, flue gas and hot product cooling etc. Though most modern plants have
installations nowadays to recycle the sensible heat back to the process or generating electricity to increase the
energy efficiency, part of it still enters the system.
As technology advanced, cement industry has experienced obvious enhancements in energy efficiency. Table 1
shows the Canadian Cement Industry’s Energy Consumption Benchmark (GJ per tonne of clinker [29]). Therefore,
3.695 GJ (i.e. 5.39 – 1.695), about 68.6% (or 55.5% when comparing 1.803 to 5.39), of the input energy per tonne
of clinker enters the environment.
Table 1 Canadian Cement Industry’s Energy Consumption Benchmark (GJ per tonne of clinker) [29]

1990
5.67

1991
6.21

1992
5.69

1993
5.39

1994
5.29

1995
5.15

1996
5.16

1997
4.78

1998
5.16

Average
5.39

Similarly, making iron from ore and further making steel from iron – the other energy intensive processes, also
require lots of heat to raise the raw materials’ temperatures to the melting points in order to remove impurities
through physical changes and chemical reactions. Only chemical reactions expend a part of the input energy, with
the rest dispersed into the environment both during the processes and after the process from the molten iron or
steel and slag.
Drying moisture-containing materials is another important process in many industrial productions, during which
the moisture is evaporated along with hot exhaust stream. The energy consumed is completely dispersed into the
environment except for the part used for driving the associated equipment.
Electricity and lighting: According to BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2018 [30], only about 38% of
consumed primary energy is converted to electricity in a modern power plant, meaning about 62% of the primary
energy is wasted in various forms during electricity generation. Moreover, during electricity transmission, 8~15%
of electricity is lost in the grid between a power plant and consumers [31].
Powering motors develops heat. Modern electrical motors have efficiencies between 75.5 ~ 95.4% [32]. Thus,
even with the most efficient motors (95.4% efficiency) only about 36.3% (38% * 95.4%) of the primary energy is
converted to useful work if the electricity is generated at a modern power plant, that means about 64% of the
primary energy is still wasted. In addition, even using computers, mobile phones etc. also develop huge amount of
heat, considering their population around the world.
Lighting releases heat and light (photons). The latter possesses energy according to e=hγ or e = mc2. The energycarrying photons collide with air particles, transferring the energy to air molecules and raising their temperatures
while the light itself attenuates and finally fades away after travelling a certain distance.
Based on the above analyses, although lack of detailed data on various industrial energy use or conversion
efficiencies, it is reasonable to assume the global industrial energy’s total conversion efficiency ( i.e. the ratio of
the amount of energy actually converted to a new product or to do effective work over the total input energy on
the global scale) is about 30%, meaning only about 30% of the primary energy input is transformed into new
products or effective work while the rest of 70% is just discharged into the environment.
Flaring: In oil & gas development and processing, coal mining and processing, petrochemical production,
petroleum refinery etc., flaring is inevitable, which directly heats the air. Two types of flaring exist: stack flaring
and pit flaring.
According to the World Bank, at oil development sites annually flared associated gas is steadily around 140 ~ 150
billion cubic meters worldwide since 2010 [33]. This is equivalent to about 25% of USA’s annual natural gas
consumption or about 30% of EU’s annual gas consumption [34], or about 1% of the global annual primary energy
consumption [30].
Coal mine fires, a type of pit flaring, like those in China [35,36,37], accidentally triggered by cigarette butt,
lightning strike, self-ignition or spontaneous combustion, are not uncommon in the world. Low-temperature
oxidation of coal spoil at mining sites occurs when ambient temperature exceeding 9°C [38]. The coal fires in China
alone consumes about 20 million tonnes of coal annually with temperature exceeding 1000°F (538°C) [35].
These are only two specific examples of flaring. If those from natural gas development and processing, refinery
and chemical production, coal mining & processing, landfill, waste treatment etc. are considered together, one
can imagine how much heat is sent into the environment globally.

In general, according to BP Energy Outlook 2018 [39], industrial sector consumes about 51% of the global energy,
residential and commercial 29% and transportation 20%. Also based on the foresaid analyses, it is reasonable to
estimate that the global energy’s total effective conversion efficiency (GETECE) is about 20% (51% *30% + 29% * 0%
+20% * 25%), meaning about 80% (industry 35%, residential and commercial 29% and transportation 15%) of the
total primary energy enters the climate system, breaking the energy budget balance and contributing to the
system’s temperature rises.

Equivalent Climate Change Model
Atmosphere or air, seawaters and land link one another. Thus, studying climate change must look at the changes
and their synergies in these three components simultaneously. Any extra energy (except for surface renewable
energies i.e. wind, solar, hydro and ocean energies; biomass to be discussed later) discharged into the climate
system from human activities as discussed earlier will increase the respective temperatures of air, seawaters and
land. The energy distributed among them is proportional to their relative specific heat capacities.
Let’s consider an equivalent climate change model consisting of layers of air, seawaters and land, assuming their
mass, heat and temperature distribute evenly under the constant barometric pressure at 1 atm. The depths of the
air layer, seawaters layer and land layer are h, Dw and DL meters, respectively.
The air layer’s volume can be calculated as:
(3)

Its mass (Ma) can be calculated as:
(4)
The heat change ΔHa associated with the air temperature change ∆ta in the layer can be calculated as:
π

(5)

Thus,
(6)
Clearly the air temperature change is a function of, and positively proportional to the heat change ∆Ha within the
layer, but adversely proportional to [(R0+h)3-R03].
Similarly, the mass of seawaters layer can be calculated as:
(7)
The relation between heat change and the associated temperature change

can be expressed as:
(8)

Thus, the temperature change in the seawaters layer can be written as:
(9)

It is a function of, and positively proportional to the heat change ∆Hw within the layer, but adversely proportional
to its depth Dw.
Similarly, for the land:
(10)
Thus, the temperature change in the land layer can be written as:
(11)
The temperature change is a function of, and positively proportional to the heat change, but adversely
proportional to its depth DL.
Additionally, part of the extra energy entered the climate system is used to melt ice and further to raise icy
water’s temperature to the bulk seawaters’ temperature (~17°C), which can be written as:
(12)
According to NASA [40], the global average sea level has risen nearly 178 mm during the last 100 years, equivalent
to an annual rate of about 1.78 mm, of which 1/3 is from the sea water warming itself, 2/3 from the ice melting
[41]. Thus, it's reasonable to believe that the 1.19 mm (i.e. 1.78*2/3 mm) per year of sea level rise comes from the
melted ice, which corresponds to the following ice mass:
Mi = 361800000*1000000*0.00119*1000 = 4.305*1014 Kg
Ice latent heat is 333.5 KJ/Kg. For melting such a huge amount of ice, the total latent heat required is 1.436*1017
KJ; Further, to raise its temperature (0°C) to bulk seawaters’ temperature (i.e. 17°C) a heat of 2.917*1016 KJ is
required.
Therefore, the total heat required for melting ice and then mixing with seawaters is about 1.728*1017 KJ as
described by Equation 12 above.
Where,
Ma
Va
Mw
Vw
R0
h
Sw
Dw
ρa
Cpa
∆Ha
∆ta
ρw
∆Hw
∆tw
Cpw
ρL
∆HL
∆tL

Mass of the air layer with a depth of h
Volume of the air layer with a depth of h
Mass of waters (mainly seawaters) layer with a depth of Dw
Volume of waters (mainly seawaters) layer with a depth of Dw
Earth’s radius, 6371km
The depth (or altitude) of the air layer measured from the earth surface
Seawater surface area, 361800000 km2
The depth of the sea waters’ layer
Air density under normal pressure
Air specific heat capacity under constant pressure, or the isobaric heat capacity
The heat change in air layer associated with the temperature change ∆ta
The temperature change in the air layer after experiencing heat change ∆Ha
The seawaters (mainly seawaters) density
The heat change in seawaters layer associated with the temperature change ∆tw
The temperature change in the seawaters layer after experiencing heat change ∆Hw
Seawaters specific heat capacity under normal pressure
The land (soil) density
The heat change in land layer associated with the temperature change ∆tL
The temperature change in the land layer after experiencing heat change ∆HL

CpL
SL
DL
Lpi
tsw
tiw
Qi

Land (soil) specific heat capacity under normal pressure
Land area on the earth surface, is 148264472 km2 based on the Earth’s total surface area
(510064472 km2) and the total oceans’ surface area (361800000 km2)
Depth of land layer
ice latent heat
Bulk seawater’s temperature (baseline, 17°C)
The temperature of Ice-water mixture, 0°C
Annual melted ice quantity

The specific heat capacity determines a material’s heat absorption and storage capability per unit when
experiencing 1°C temperature change. In a large system consisting of different materials each material absorbs
different amount of heat, depending on their specific heat capacities, when they are exposed to the same heat
source. Therefore, in the climate system the respective amounts of heat allocated to air, land and seawaters are
determined by their respective specific heat capacity ratios as discussed below.
The land on the Earth can be reasonably considered vegetated, its specific heat capacity is 0.830 KJ/KgK according
to Timothy Bralower et al [42]. Seawaters’ specific heat capacity is 3.985 KJ/KgK.
As for the air, according to Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), the global average surface temperature in
2017 was 14.9°C [43], thus let’s simply take 15°C in this study. Furthermore, based on the World Meteorological
Organization [44] the global average relative humidity during 1956 ~ 1991 was 69.73%, and let’s simply take 70%.
To obtain the specific heat capacity for moisture-containing air, it is necessary to know air’s absolute humidity (AH,
g/m3), which can be calculated by the following equation [45]:
(13)
Where RH – relative humidity, T – the air temperature in Celsius (here 15°C). Therefore, the absolute air humidity
at relative humidity of 70% is 0.0897 g/m3, or 0.0732 g/Kg with the density of 1.315 Kg/m3.
For humid air at constant pressure, its specific heat capacity (Cpa) can be expressed as:
(14)
Where Cp,da is dry air’s specific heat capacity, and Cp,wv is water vapor’s specific heat capacity. Therefore, the
humid air’s specific heat capacity at the relative humidity of 70% is about 1.143 KJ/KgK.
Consequently, the heat allocated to air, land and oceans is 19.18%, 13.93% and 66.89%, respectively.
Table 2 shows the common constants and physical properties used in this research.
Table 2 Common values of physical properties
Item/property
Earth’s radius
Earth surface area
Total land area
Ocean surface area
Normal air pressure
Sea water average temperature
Normal air temperature

Value
6371 km
510,064,472 km²
148,264,472 km2
361,800,000 km2
1 atm
17°C [46]
15°C

Item/property
Water @ 15°C vapor density
Water @ 15°C liquid specific heat capacity
Water @ 15°C vapor specific heat capacity
Water density
Sea water specific heat capacity
Sea water density
Ice latent heat

Value
0.0128 kg/m3 [47]
4.185 KJ/kgK [47]
1.863 KJ/kgK [47]
1000 kg/m3
3.985 KJ/KgK
1027 Kg/m3 [48]
333.7 kJ/kg [47]

Dry air density @15°C
Dry air specific heat capacity @ 15°C, Cp
Moist air density @RH=70%
Moist air specific heat capacity @RH=70%
Water @ 0°C liquid density

1.225 Kg/m3 [47]
1.007 KJ/KgK [47]
1.315 Kg/m3
1.143 KJ/KgK
1000 kg/m3 [47]

Vegetated land specific heat capacity
average density of earth surface material
Water @ 0°C specific heat capacity
1 million tonne of equivalent oil (MTOe)

0.830 KJ/kgK [42]
3,000 kg/m3 [49]
4.22 KJ/kgK [47]
4.1868x1013 KJ

Results Analyses and Discussions
According to BP’s World Energy Review [15], Table 3 shows the global consumptions of primary energy and nonrenewable energy from 1965 to 2017, where the non-renewable energy includes oil, gas, coal, nuclear energy, but
excludes geotherm since it is grouped together with biomass and other types of renewable energies, and no
separate data available. However, that doesn’t impact the result because its amount is very small. On the other
hand, the part of hydrocarbons used for chemical productions is included in both the consumptions of primary
and non-renewable energies. It is believed that this inclusion doesn’t affect the result either since this can
compensate for the uncounted flares although each of their amounts is precisely unknown now but very small.
Table 3 also shows the extra energy discharged into the climate system (i.e. 80% of the non-renewable energy),
the energy used for melting ice and then raising the icy water to bulk seawaters’ temperature, and the respective
energy allocated to air, land and seawaters.
Table 3 Energy Consumption and Distribution in The Climate System (1014, KJ)
Year

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

Primary energy

1549.74

1633.86

1695.57

1798.40

1921.62

2040.98

2126.60

2241.19

2370.31

2381.66

1462.62

1540.41

1599.95

1698.07

1815.29

1929.72

2010.87

2120.23

2247.84

2247.21

Energy entered climate system*
Energy melting ice + raising
2
temperature*

1170.09

1232.32

1279.96

1358.46

1452.23

1543.78

1608.70

1696.19

1798.27

1797.77

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

Energy heating air, land & oceans

-557.44

-495.20

-447.57

-369.07

-275.30

-183.75

-118.83

-31.34

70.74

70.24

Atmosphere absorbed heat ∆Ha

-106.94

-95.00

-85.86

-70.80

-52.81

-35.25

-22.80

-6.01

13.57

13.47

Land absorbed heat ∆HL

-77.66

-68.99

-62.35

-51.41

-38.35

-25.60

-16.55

-4.37

9.85

9.78

oceans absorbed energy ∆Hw

-372.84

-331.22

-299.36

-246.85

-184.13

-122.90

-79.48

-20.96

47.32

46.98

Year

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

Primary energy

2394.10

2524.43

2614.11

2700.95

2794.61

2774.63

2759.52

2748.17

2792.22

2924.61

Non-renewable energy
1

Non-renewable energy

2257.63

2388.45

2474.59

2550.44

2636.62

2613.71

2596.08

2577.92

2614.16

2740.71

Energy entered climate system*
Energy melting ice + raising
2
temperature*

1806.11

1910.76

1979.67

2040.35

2109.29

2090.97

2076.86

2062.34

2091.33

2192.57

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

Energy heating air, land & oceans

78.58

183.24

252.14

312.82

381.77

363.44

349.33

334.81

363.80

465.04

Atmosphere absorbed heat ∆Ha

15.07

35.15

48.37

60.01

73.24

69.72

67.02

64.23

69.79

89.22

Land absorbed heat ∆HL

10.95

25.53

35.13

43.58

53.18

50.63

48.67

46.64

50.68

64.78

oceans absorbed energy ∆Hw

52.56

122.56

168.64

209.23

255.34

243.09

233.65

223.94

243.33

311.04

Year

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Primary energy

2998.63

3064.57

3172.59

3292.54

3358.40

3396.16

3419.32

3445.69

3467.72

3514.06

2811.09

2874.46

2979.84

3093.66

3160.47

3191.07

3209.23

3235.68

3245.04

3289.78

Energy entered climate system*
Energy melting ice + raising
2
temperature*

2248.87

2299.57

2383.87

2474.93

2528.38

2552.86

2567.39

2588.54

2596.03

2631.82

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

Energy heating air, land & oceans

521.34

572.04

656.34

747.40

800.85

825.33

839.86

861.01

868.50

904.29

1

Non-renewable energy
1

Atmosphere absorbed heat ∆Ha

100.02

109.74

125.91

143.38

153.64

158.33

161.12

165.18

166.62

173.48

Land absorbed heat ∆HL

72.63

79.69

91.43

104.12

111.57

114.98

117.00

119.95

120.99

125.98

oceans absorbed energy ∆Hw

348.70

382.61

438.99

499.90

535.65

552.02

561.74

575.89

580.90

604.84

Year

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Primary energy

3586.08

3691.25

3732.70

3755.14

3821.12

3917.34

3961.34

4051.86

4199.86

4406.65

3349.45

3451.25

3488.07

3508.14

3571.92

3662.71

3712.53

3797.20

3944.56

4132.25

Energy entered climate system*
Energy melting ice + raising
2
temperature*

2679.56

2761.00

2790.45

2806.51

2857.54

2930.17

2970.02

3037.76

3155.65

3305.80

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

Energy heating air, land & oceans

952.03

1033.47

1062.93

1078.99

1130.01

1202.64

1242.49

1310.24

1428.12

1578.27

Atmosphere absorbed heat ∆Ha

182.64

198.26

203.91

207.00

216.78

230.72

238.36

251.36

273.97

302.78

Land absorbed heat ∆HL

132.63

143.97

148.07

150.31

157.42

167.54

173.09

182.53

198.95

219.87

oceans absorbed energy ∆Hw

636.77

691.24

710.94

721.68

755.81

804.39

831.04

876.35

955.20

1055.63

Year

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Primary energy

4560.93

4697.72

4851.83

4914.68

4835.71

5074.15

5197.66

5270.76

5371.37

5423.54

Non-renewable energy

4274.22

4397.50

4543.13

4583.40

4499.35

4713.10

4818.20

4863.78

4937.20

4969.00

Energy entered climate system*
Energy melting ice + raising
2
temperature*

3419.37

3518.00

3634.50

3666.72

3599.48

3770.48

3854.56

3891.02

3949.76

3975.20

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

Energy heating air, land & oceans

1691.84

1790.47

1906.97

1939.19

1871.95

2042.95

2127.03

2163.50

2222.23

2247.67

Atmosphere absorbed heat ∆Ha

324.57

343.49

365.84

372.02

359.12

391.93

408.06

415.05

426.32

431.20

Land absorbed heat ∆HL

235.69

249.43

265.66

270.15

260.78

284.60

296.31

301.39

309.58

313.12

oceans absorbed energy ∆Hw

1131.59

1197.55

1275.48

1297.03

1252.05

1366.42

1422.66

1447.05

1486.34

1503.35

Year

2015

2016

2017

Primary energy

5468.04

5551.07

5656.87

Non-renewable energy
1

1

Non-renewable energy

4995.95

5046.71

5123.94

Energy entered climate system*
Energy melting ice + raising
2
temperature*

3996.76

4037.37

4099.15

1727.53

1727.53

1727.53

Energy heating air, land & oceans

2269.23

2309.84

2371.62

Atmosphere absorbed heat ∆Ha

435.34

443.13

454.98

Land absorbed heat ∆HL

316.12

321.78

330.39

1

oceans absorbed energy ∆Hw
1517.77
1544.94 1586.26
Note: Primary and non-renewable energy consumptions are based on BP’s report [15]
*1 80% of the “non-renewable energy”
*2 refers to the energy used to melt ice and thereafter raise the icy water temperature to bulk seawaters temperature

1. Surface Air Temperature Change
Note that the term “air temperature change” here refers to the entire earth’s surface air temperature change, i.e.
the “land + sea surface temperature” (LSST) change used anywhere else, it is different from the individual “land
surface” or “sea surface” temperature change.
Fig. 1 shows the results of global surface air temperature change calculated from Equation 6 based on the data in
Table 3, where the air layer depths between 30 to 200 meters are considered. The temperature change increases
as the energy entered the system increases. 1973 is the point before which the temperature change is negative,

i.e. the climate system was in a cooling situation, which coincides with the fact of the “global cooling” between
1940s and 1970s [50,51,52,53].
On the other hand, as Equation 6 indicates the air surface temperature change decreases as the air layer’s depth
increases, i.e. the thicker the layer, the smaller the temperature change. For example, in 2017, the calculated
temperature change at the depth of 30 meters is 1.98°C, as the depth increasing to 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90
meters, the corresponding calculated temperature changes are 1.48, 1.19, 0.99, 0.85, 0.74 and 0.66°C,
respectively.
NASA’s air temperature mean anomalies, its Lowess Smoothing trend [54] as well as NOAA’s observation
measurements [55] are also shown in Fig. 1. Obviously in early years, especially before 1973, the observed
temperature anomalies are bigger than and largely deflected from the calculated results. Thereafter the
observation results tend to be more consistent with the calculated results and fall into a range of values calculated
between air layer depths of 50 and 100 meters, with the calculation result at the depth of 70 meters being
intuitionally representative.

Fig. 1 Relations between calculated surface air temperature change and the heat entered an air layer with depth
from 30 to 200 meters during 1965 ~ 2017. NASA’s observation anomalies, NASA’s Lowess Smoothing trend [54]

and NOAA’s observations [55] are also exhibited. The small insert shows the results calculated at depth of 70
meters and NASA’s Lowess Smoothing, they are very consistent. The energy data can be found in Table 3.

The fact is that an air layer with a depth ranging from 50 to 100 meters covers most of the residual/waste energy
discharging sources from human activities, and the discharged energy is then allocated among air, land and oceans.
Therefore, in order to properly track and simulate the air temperature change, an air layer depth between 50 and
100 meters should be considered. The observations of the temperature anomalies by NASA, NOAA etc. represent
this allocated energy distribution within such an air layer.
Like the meteorological definition of night air boundary layer’s depth (up to 100 meters) [56], here we define the
above air layer as an equivalent climate change surface air boundary layer (ECCSABL), and its depth being the
ECCSABL depth. Therefore, 50 and 100 meters are considered its lower and upper limits, and the 70-meter is its
representative depth, respectively. The results calculated at these ECCSABL depths are clearly shown in Fig. 1
together with NASA and NOAA’s observations. The small insert in Fig. 1 demonstrates that the calculated results at
the representative 70-meter depth and NASA’s Lowess Smoothing trend are very close. Apparently, these results
provide direct evidence that the extra heat discharged into the climate system from human activities does cause
the temperature change in the air layer.
In Fig. 1 the fluctuations in observations can be attributed to the combined effects of ice melting & sea level rising
[57], El Niño and La Niña phenomena, hurricanes/tornados, volcanic eruptions, wildfires, oil/gas fires, vast amount
of explosive uses, nuclear tests/accidents, and wars etc. Ice melting plays a very important role in global warming
by taking a big portion of the heat. However, assuming constant ice melting rate here might have led to
overestimate at the early years, which can explain to some extent why the calculation results are less and even
negative. NASA has stated that in the past two decades sea level has risen at an unprecedented doubled rate [57]
than ever before, indicating much less ice melted in early days than recently.
While discharging huge amount of heat into the climate system, volcanic eruptions also blow out vast quantity of
particulates (dust). After cooling down, this dust also absorbs energy, cancelling the effect on temperature rising
of the heat both from volcanic eruption and human activities for a longer term.
Again, note that the air is not static, it moves heat dynamically through convection and advection to redistribute
temperature simultaneously within the air layer and beyond. This is why we haven’t experienced extremely hot
weather yet. However, if the atmosphere were completely closed and static, the heat would cumulate up, and the
accumulated temperature rising would be very big during the period, for example, when considering an air layer
with a depth of 70 meters, the accumulated temperature rising since 1965 would be 18.2°C; if the depth were
1,000 or 10,000 meters, the respective temperature rising would be 1.27 or 0.13°C. The patterns of air movements
and circulations affect air surface temperature distribution, temperature rising and the climate change.
Furthermore, the extra heat may also have intensified extreme natural events such as El Nino, La Nina, tornados
and hurricanes, and wildfires. In fact, the heat entered the system is localized initially. This may explain why such
extreme events frequently incur in North America [58], especially the USA since it consumes a big part of the
world’s energy and thereby discharges more heat into the system. This tendency has been seen in Asia especially
China, India and South Eastern Asia as their energy consumptions have dramatically increased in recent years.

2. Seawater surface Temperature Change
Seawaters play a very significant role in global warming, to the greatest extent regulate the weather and climate
patterns. The atmosphere is mostly affected by the water on Earth, since water evaporates and condenses in

continuous cycles with huge amount of heat accompanied. It is reported that the amount of water evaporated
into the atmosphere as vapor or returned back to the earth surface in the form of rainfall is about 4.5x1017 Kg
annually [59], and about 8.4 x1017 KJ of heat (about 20024 MTOe) is involved, which is about 9 times the USA’s
annual primary energy consumption and also about 1.5 times the entire world’s primary energy consumption in
2017. Consequently, the movement of this part of water in the climate system will significantly affect the system’s
energy distribution and its temperature change. Atmospheric and land temperatures vary a lot and are volatile
while seawaters temperature is quite stable [60]. Moreover, the heat energy retained in oceans can warm the
planet for decades after its initial absorption [61] because of its vast volume and tremendous energy storage
capability.
Fig. 2 shows the results of temperature changes at different depths of the seawaters surface layer, calculated
based on the allocated heat in Table 3. It is evident that the more heat absorbed, the bigger the temperature
change.
It is obvious that the temperature changes in seawaters surface layer have the similar tendency as those in surface
air layer described above, being adversely proportional to the layer’s depth as illustrated in Equation 9. For
example, the temperature change at the depth of 10 cm is half (e.g. 1.07°C in 2017) of that at the depth of 5 cm
(e.g. 2.14°C in 2017).
The measurements of seawaters surface temperature (SST) anomalies by NOAA [62] through various approaches
like satellite sensors, drifters, buoys and ships at different depths from the surface skin (about 10 micrometers) to
several meters (e.g., below 5 meters) [63] are also shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Calculated seawaters surface temperature change at depth between 0.05 to 0.5 meters as the absorbed
heat increases from 1965 to 2017 (Table 3). 0.1 and 0.2 meters are the respective upper and lower depths of the
ECCWSBL. NOAA’s measurement results [63] are also displayed for comparison where 1901 – 2000 average is used
as baseline.

Clearly in the past three decades NOAA’s results correspond well with those calculated at depth between 0.1 to
0.2 meters that are referred to as the upper and lower depths of an equivalent climate change water surface
boundary layer (ECCWSBL), respectively. The calculated results at the depth of 0.15 m (i.e. representative depth)
are indicative. In early years NOAA’s results are bigger than the calculated and remain relatively steady (except for
1969). The negative calculated results in this period may be attributed to the overestimated ice melting rate as
describe above. As for the bigger-than-expected observation results, wars [64], nuclear accidents [65,66]/tests [67]
etc. during that time may also have contributions by bringing huge quantities of heat directly into the climate
system. Because of water’s big specific heat capacity, as a huge buffer the oceans also absorbed most of the heat
from these sources, which keeps the surface layer temperature steady. That another point can also support the
observations suggests that the cooling period between 1940s ~ 1970s [53] be an artefact during the naval wars
when many warships were deployed and moved the deep lower temperature water up to the surface layer, which
then absorbed more heat from the air. Furthermore, the exceptional high observation at 1969 may be attributed
to frequent nuclear tests (there were 67 tests in 1969 only) [68,69] and wars, conflicts etc.
Nonetheless, all these indicate that seawaters surface temperature change be closely correlated to the absorbed
heat from human activities. This heat contributes to seawaters warming. However, due to the strong movement
of water in oceans (waves, tides and currents) and its conductivity, the absorbed heat is not constrained within a
water layer with a limited depth of a couple of decimeters, instead it will be transferred, conducted/diffused down
to deeper levels. In fact, the warming has been observed more than 400 meters deeper [70]. Additionally,
seawaters temperature changes are not evenly distributed globally as well, some regions may experience big
positive anomalies, others may experience small or even negative anomalies (i.e. cooling).

3. Land Surface Temperature Change
To a small extent land does impact the weather and climate change patterns. Unlike waters that can hold and
slowly release the absorbed heat for a long period of time, land quickly absorbs from and releases heat to the
atmosphere when the ambient experiences temperature change. The land surface temperature - another climate
change indicator - represents the energy balance at the Earth’s surface and indicates the energy fluxes between
the atmosphere and the ground [71].
Land (or soil) surface temperature varies with the depth during diurnal cycle, and the variance depends on its
composition, structure, moisture content and porosity etc. UK Meteorological Office [72] and the agencies in USA
[73,74] have measured the temperatures at different depths from 5 up to 225 cm.
Analyzing North Dakota Agricultural Weather Network’s (NDAWN) deep soil temperature measurements record
[74] demonstrates that the diurnal temperature change can extend up to a depth of 20 cm (Fig. 3). That means an
up-to-20-cm land surface layer experiences quick temperature variance when its surrounding condition changes in
a diurnal cycle. However, in an annual cycle, the land surface can experience evident temperature changes even
over 225 cm deep as shown in Fig. 4 where monthly average temperatures at different depths are presented from
all participating stations during 2014 to 2018. Temperature rising gradually extends to deeper levels as getting into
warmer months until September. For example, at skin levels the temperatures rise from February and reach the
highest in July, whereas at deeper levels (i.e. 200 and 225 cm) the temperatures start to rise from May and reach
the highest in September. Thereafter, the temperatures at various levels gradually go down. These suggest that
heat exchange occur between the land surface skin and deeper levels even over a depth of 225 cm in a long run
beside of the diurnal fluxing between the skin level and air. This implies that almost all the energy absorbed during
the warm season by the land will be gradually released back to atmosphere during the colder season, and that it is

almost unlikely that geothermal energy comes up to the land surface and impact the climate (unless in the areas
where hot springs and volcanoes exist).
Based on Equation 11 and Table 3, the equivalent climate change land surface boundary layer’s (ECCLSBL)
temperature change with depth is shown in Fig. 5, where the depths up to 60 cm are considered. Note that, as
discussed above, some of the energy absorbed by the land surface layer can still transfer down gradually and raise
the deeper levels’ temperatures up while the rest returns to air. Fig. 5 also exhibits NOAA’s Land Surface
Temperature (LST) measurements [75]. These measurements fall, especially in the last three decades, into a range
of calculated results between the depths of 5 and 10 cm, and the calculation results at the depth of 7.5 cm can be
representative. As with the ECCSABL and ECCWSBL, let’s define the 5 cm as the ECCLSBL’s upper depth and 10 cm
the lower depth, and the 7.5 cm the representative one. Note that NOAA’s measurements contain satellite
sensing results at a very thin surface skin layer.

Fig. 3 Relations between land surface layer temperatures and the time in a diurnal cycle at various depths,
according to the statistical analysis of NDAWN’s deep soil temperature measurements record [74]. The
temperature experiences obvious changes at depth up to 20 cm (average of the data from 2014 to 2018 for all
participating stations).

Fig. 4 Monthly average land surface temperatures at various depths between 2014 and 2018 from all participating
stations, based on statistical analysis of the raw data from NDAWN [74].

Fig. 5 Calculated temperature changes in land surface layer at different depths and NOAA’s observation anomalies
[75]

The fluctuations seen on NOAA’s measurement line can be attributed to various events as discussed earlier for air
and seawaters. The land is more susceptible to even small heat changes due to its smallest specific heat capacity.
In summary, it can be drawn that the temperature changes in air, oceans and land as observed by NOAA, NASA are
the direct result of heat discharged into the climate system from human activities. With the increase in heat
entered the system, the temperature changes in these three components have increased simultaneously by
following the respective unique relations as the equations indicate. The temperature in land is more sensitive to
any heat change than in air, and much more than in waters. Because of its high specific heat capacity, seawaters
become a huge heat storage tank and thus a big temperature change buffer against any extra heat entered the
system, leading to the smallest change compared to land and air. Fig. 6 shows the calculated results at the
representative depths of ECCLSBL (0.075 m), ECCSABL (70 m) and ECCWSBL (0.15 m) and NOAA’s corresponding
observations. Clearly the calculated results are well in line with these observation results especially the NASA’s
Lowess Smoothing trend for air, suggesting that the residual/waste energy entered the system from human
activities is the root cause of the current global warming. Thus, increasing GETECE is essential to mitigate climate
change. Eliminating flaring will be conducive.
On the other hand, burning biomass in large quantity in a very short time can release huge amount of heat
“concentratedly” into the system, breaking the energy budget balance as described by Equation 1, and resulting in
localized (air, land and oceanwaters) temperature rising. Therefore, using biomass should be prudent and in a
well-planned manner. Similarly, wildfires impact local climate patterns and in turn the climate change will affect
wildfire occurrences as well. Additionally, using geotherm and nuclear energy breaks the energy budget balance as
well and thus leads to global warming. However, surface-renewables such as solar energy (solar hot water and
photovoltaic), wind energy, ocean energy and hydro won’t cause climate change.

Fig. 6 Comparisons of calculated temperature changes and NOAA’s temperature anomalies in land (ECCLSBL at
depth 0.075 m vs. NOAA’s LST [75]), in air (ECCSABL at depth of 70 m vs. NOAA’s Surface Air Temperature i.e. SAT
and NASA’s Lowess Smoothing trend [55]) and in waters (ECCWSBL at depth of 0.15 m vs NOAA’s Sea Surface
Temperature i.e. SST [63]) from 1965 to 2017, respectively. Meanwhile, the future temperature changes
calculated by using the equivalent climate change model at 2030 and 2040 are also demonstrated under different
scenarios (SF1 - business as usual; SF2 - ice melting rate at the current level, GETECE increased to 30% at 20030,
and further to 40% at 2040).

Prediction of Future Temperature Rising
The same procedures as discussed above can also be used to forecast future global warming. Table 4 shows the
assumptions under various scenarios used to forecast global warming at 2030 and 2040. The results are shown in
Fig. 6 above, where the representative depths of the ECCLSBL, ECCSABL and ECCWSBL are 0.075 m, 70 m and 0.15
m, respectively, and the ice melting rate keeps at the current level. In the case of business as usual (SF1) i.e. the
GETECE remains at 20% unimproved, and the world primary energy consumption is about 16095 MTOe (including
1674 MTOe renewable energy) at 2030 and 17866 MTOe (including 2748 MTOe renewable energy) at 2040 as
predicted by BP [76], the temperatures will continue to increase in land, air and seawaters as indicated in Fig. 6,
for example, the most concerned air temperature will increase by 0.97°C at 2030 and 1.04°C at 2040, respectively.
However, if the GETECE is increased by 10% by 2030 and another 10% by 2040 (i.e. SF2), then the global warming
will be effectively controlled, the warming trend will turn down as Fig. 6 demonstrates, for example, the air
temperature rising will be 0.77°C at 2030 and 0.63°C at 2040, respectively.

Table 4 Prediction of Future Air Temperature Risings Under Various Scenarios
Scenarios
Symbol
GETECE = 20%, world primary energy consumption as predicted by BP [76], ice SF1
melting remains at current rate
GETECE = 30% by 2030, GETECE = 40% by 2040, world primary energy consumption SF2
as predicted by BP [76], ice melting remains at current rate
Additionally, in order to keep the global warming below 1.5°C, the energy consumption required by the end of the
century under various scenarios can also be estimated by assuming that the total world primary energy
consumption doesn’t include any renewable energy. Table 5 below tabulates the results.

Table 5 Predication of Maximum Primary Energy Consumption Required by the End of 21st Century
Scenarios
GETECE = 20%, the ice melting rate remains at the current level
GETECE = 40%, the ice melting rate remains at the current level

Maximum Energy Required, MTOe
17685
23580

Therefore, even if the GETECE and the ice melting rate remain as today’s levels, the total global primary energy
consumption should be below 17685 MTOe of non-renewable energy by the end of the century; if the GETECE is
increased to 40%, the total primary energy consumption should be no more than 23580 MTOe of non-renewable
energy in order to keep the temperature rising below 1.5°C.
However, using any renewable energy to replace part of the above estimated non-renewable energy will further
mitigate the global warming; and even by the end of the century the global surface air temperature rising won’t
reach 1.5°C as long as the total primary energy consumption including renewable energy does not exceed those
cited in Table 5 i.e. 17685 or 23850 MTOe under their respective scenarios.

Conclusions
From the above analysis and discussion, the following can be concluded:
1. The root cause of current climate change is the residual/waste energy discharged into the climate system
from human activities. Industry contributes about 35%, residential and commercial 29% and
transportation 15%. Global warming directly correlates to this extra energy.
2. Studying climate change needs to consider air, land and oceans simultaneously and interconnectedly. An
equivalent climate change model, consisting of an equivalent climate change surface air boundary layer
with a depth between 50 ~ 100 meters, an equivalent climate change land surface boundary layer with a
depth between 0.05 ~ 0.10 meters, and an equivalent climate change seawaters surface boundary layer
with a depth between 0.1 ~ 0.2 meters, provides a useful and appropriate approach to looking at the
influence of residual/waste energy on the climate change, to tracking the temperature change and to
predicting future global warming.
3. The observed measurements of temperature anomalies in air, seawaters and land by NASA and NOAA fall
well into the ranges calculated based on the allocated heat quantity from human activities by using this
equivalent climate change model at the upper and lower depths of the respective air, seawaters and land

layer, further confirming that global warming is a direct result of the heat discharged into the climate
system.
4. The model also provides reasonable forecasts on global warming. If the GETECE and the ice melting rate
remain at today’s levels, the respective air temperature risings at 2030 and 2040 would be 0.97 and 1.04°C
when the world’s primary energy consumption goes as BP forecasted. If the GETECE increased by 10% by
2030, and another 10% by 2040, then the corresponding temperature risings would be 0.77 and 0.63°C,
respectively, with the same world primary energy consumption. However, if we want to restrain the global
warming below 1.5°C by end of the century, the world’s non-renewable primary energy consumption
should not be more than 17685 MTOe when the GETECE is at today’s level (i.e. 20%), or 23580 MTOe
when the GETECE is increased to 40%. Furthermore, if renewable energy is used to replace the nonrenewable energy, then the global warming will be less than what is forecasted in this study.
5. Efforts in fighting climate change should be focused onto enhancing GETECE, ultimately reducing the
residual energy entering the climate system from human activities, and onto changing personal and social
energy use behavior. Merely pursuing reductions in greenhouse gas emissions won’t help mitigate global
warming or climate change, but to some extent slow down the economic development; Flaring intensifies
global warming. Developing and using surface renewable energies (solar, wind and ocean energies etc.)
are ideal.
6. Accurate data records, especially the consumption of a variety of energies, ice melting rate and patterns,
energy use/conversion efficiencies are all essential for studying climate change and tracking global
warming. Thus, properly documenting the data in detail and monitoring ice melting closely etc. are vital to
advance this climate change model and better understand climate change.
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